
CHARGING LED INDICATORS
-Charging Case Indicator: While charging, the case displays an orange 
light.
-The orange light is always on when the case is completely charged.

POWER CONTROLS
-Power On: Opening the charging case automatically turns the earbuds 
on.
-Power Off: Placing the earbuds back in the case and closing it will 
also turn them off automatically.

PAIRING EARBUDS WITH YOUR PHONE
-Opening the charging case initiates automatic pairing between the 
earbuds and your device.
-Enable Bluetooth on your phone, search for the  PD-STF02 in the 
available devices list and select it to establish a connection.

Tip: If not paired with any device within 5 minutes, the earbuds will 
power off to save energy.

PD-STF02

PRODUCT FEATURES

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Bluetooth Version                       5.3

         Support                
                                                       20Hz-20kHz

  Bluetooth Range                         10m

  Earbuds Battery                       30mAh

                                                           250mAh

   Charging Time                               1h

Bluetooth Frequency
A2DP, AVRCP, HSP, HFP 

Charging Case Battery

PACKAGE CONTENTS
*The product includes the following items. 
*If any items are missing, please contact us immediately.
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 True Wireless Earbuds Unit
Lightning Charging Cable

User Manual

BEFORE FIRST USE

SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

Note: Control functions may vary as per the device connected.

-Bluetooth Version: 5.3
-Voice Assistant Compatibility: Siri
-Touch Control: Music play/pause, next/previous track, volume +/-, 
accept/end/reject calls, voice assistant
-Charging Interface: Lightning

FUNCTIONAL CONTROLS

Music Playback
Previous Track: Double tap the left Multi-Function Button (MFB) 
Next Track: Double-tap the right MFB 
Play/Pause: Single tap on the MFB of either the left or right earbud.

Volume Adjustment
Increase: Triple-tap the right MFB.
Decrease: Triple-tap the left MFB.

Call Management
Answer/End Call: Single click on the MFB of either earbud.
Reject Call: Long press on the MFB of either earbud.

Voice Assistant
Long press the MFB for 2 seconds  to activate the voice assistant.

1. Store earbuds in a dry and well-ventilated area to prevent contact 
with oil, steam, moisture, dust, etc., and to maintain optimal product 
performance.

2. Refrain from using harsh organic solvents or items containing these 
substances for cleaning the earbuds.

3. Use the earbuds as intended and follow the standard operating 
procedures. Be mindful of the environmental impact and maintain a 
connection distance of no more than 10 meters between your phone 
and earbuds for the best performance.

4. If the earbuds experience issues such as poor connectivity or 
compromised communication, do not attempt to disassemble them. 
Unauthorized repairs or modifications could void the warranty.

5. Use only a standard or manufacturer-approved car charger or charging 
cable to recharge the earbuds.

6. To maintain the earbuds’ functionality, ensure they are adequately 
charged.For an optimal experience, please 

charge the charging case and 
earbuds before using them for the 
first time.


